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RESTRICTED 

OPERATIONS 
in the 

CLASSROOM 
As A C HANGE from the old lecture m ethod to one of 

lea rning by doing, the Flight Operations Section of 
William AFB Academic D epartment has in operation 
a new flight planning course in an effort to familiarize 
students with the problems of instrument flying. 

A mock Base Operations ha been constructed in the 
classroom, complete with charts, OT AMS, di patch 
board, and a weather tation. Another room, called the 
Radio Room, i equipped with microphones and head
sets which are monitored by the instructor. 

This method of in truction fami li arizes the student 
with instrument flight procedure which he will u e 
many times in the air upon graduation. It is expected 
that th is tra ining will eliminate many of the common 
errors made on instrument flights before the tudent 
takes hi s first solo IFR cro s-country. 

Photos. Top to Bottom : 

The student is g iven his take-off tim e and plane numbe r. It is then 
his responsibility to make out hi s charts, get a weathe r briefing , 
and fill out the form 175. He re a flight planning instructor briefs 
students on the route to be flown . The aviation cadet in foreground 

is pre paring his charts and flight log . 

Miss Jeanne tte Thede (only female instructor in the Flying Program) 
ass ists avia tion cadets in obta ining weather information in one of 

the class room weather stations. 

Two students presenting their completed aircraft cl earances (Form 
00-175) to the acting operations office r and flight planning in

structor (Capt. R. C. Vehlow) fo r final approval . 

After h is fl ight is approved by the acting operations officer he goes 
to the Radio Room. Here the work begins. The student simulates the 
IFR flight from the tim e he calls for take-off instructions until he 
closes his flight plan at his destination . The instructo r, or controller, 
has a check sheet which has the proper information listed. The 
student is respons ible for rad ioing to the instructor the proper posi 
tion re ports, ETA's, and fuel con sumption. A grade on th e course is 

ob:ained by the correc ~ness of th is information . 
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Maj. Gen. Emmett O' Donnell, Jr., Commanding Gene ral, Fifteenth 
Air Force and, until re ce ntly CG of th e Fa r East Air Force Bomber 
Command, has been fly ing since 1928. In 1941 he led the fir st 
squadron of B-17 's across th e Weste rn Pacific , fough t in the Philip
pines and Java . In November, 1944, he led the first B-29 attack 

on Tokyo. His articl e refl ects yea rs of " know-how." 

A NEW SAFETY RECORD for the operation of big bombers 
against an enemy was written in the skies over Korea by 
the sure, teady hand of experience that is the basic 
strength of the Strategic Air Command. Overcoming 
serious operational and weather difficulties, the seasoned 
combat crews, backed up by equally seasoned ground 
crews, accomplished their systematic destruction of the 
war-making potential of North Korea with actually a 
lower accident rate than normally suffered during train
ing missions within the United States. 

The B-29 Superfortresses that comprise the Far East 
Air Force Bomber Command have had the advantage 
of not being seriously hampered by either enemy fighters 
or enemy flak. Nevertheless, poor weather, mechanical 
failure, tension, fatigue, carelessness and other accident 
hazards hovered over SAC's mission in Korea just as 
they have over every flight since the birth of the air
plane. Knowledge and experience licked these problems 
virtually to a standstill. In fact, such a high degree of 
flying safety was established that a record utilization of 
the average assigned 130 B-29' was possible since the 
activation of the Command. 
. Four Bomb Groups from the United States-the 22d, 

92d, 98th and 307th-joined the 19th Bomb Group and 
the 31st Strategic Reconnaissance Squadron already 
based in the Far East to make up FEAF Bomber Com
mand. Much has been aid about the way these groups 
were actually dropping bomb over K orea only nine 
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WITH SAC UNITS OVER KOREA 

SAFETY SPELLS 
SUCCESS 

By Maj. Gen . Emmett O 'Donnell , Jr. 

days after being alerted at their bases in the States. 
The point that has not been stresssed is that these 

B-29's flew to FEAF from as far away as Tampa, 
Florida, in this record time without a single mishap. In 
many cases, the aircraft carried heavier loads of equip
ment and spare parts during their ocean crossing than 
they normally would when loaded with bombs. 

This number of combat-ready airplanes and precision 
trained crews ready to move great distances afely when 
needed did not, like Topsy, "jest grow'd." It was, in
stead, the outgrowth of SAC's rigorous round-the-clock 
training program that ha been progressing steadily since 
the end of World War II. For example, the aircraft 
hopped the Pacific to FEAF without incident largely be
cause it was not their first long flight in five years. Al
most all the groups had gone on long rotation flights to 
England, Germany and Japan for TDY as part of their 
training. 

And it is this continuous training program carried on 
in SAC which, I believe, holds the key to the excellent 
safety record the plane_s scored- and maintained-after 
their arrival in the Far East. Bombing mission results 
are a direct refl ection of the maintenance of the aircraft 
and equipment utilized in the problem and the state of 
training of the crews. The fact that both components in 
FEAF Bomber Command, aircraft and c"rews, were vet
erans of World War II is significant to the safety record, 
but for divergent reasons. 

In the case of the aircraft, the fact that the B-29' 
had aged five years since last they carried bomb against 
a Far East aggressor could have created a dangerous 
situation. However, consistent preventive maintenance 
throughout the years had the planes actually in better 
shape than they were in 1945. This maintenance fol
lowed the planes to their Far East bases and mechanics, 
who through long experience had become experts in 
their fields, kept the planes in readiness as con istently 



Besides a:tacking strategic targets as signified by bombs being 
painted by these crew members , B-29's dropped supplies, leaflets. 

Out of long experience in safety, SAC crewmen carefully inspect 
all equipment before taking off on a training or combat mission . 

under combat conditions as they had 
under training condition in the 
United Sta tes. 

In the case of the B-29 crews, the 
five yea rs of added "know how" 
gave them a fund of experience that 
made them more valuable than the 
planes they flew. Since 80 per cent 
of the flying personnel were combat 
veterans of World War II, it ha 
been estimated that each B-29 that 
took to the air, carried in its ten or 
eleven-man crew a combined total 
of 70 years' flying experience. 

Like good wood, these men had 
seasoned and mellowed with age. 
Gone from both the flying and 
ground crews were the cocky "wild 
blue yonder" men who jauntily 
streaked the skies during World War 
II and became fabled in films and 
fiction. Long years of flying had 
produced sane, sober "professional 
crews" _who did a thorough, profes
sional job. The majority of the pilots 
and crewmen were family men, well 
accustomed to responsibilities. Be
cause they had matured in aviation, 
they were well aware that trict ad
herence to safety procedures was as 
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vital as a properly loaded gun to 
their own survival in combat. They 
had no wish to be haphazard heroes. 
Instead, they were ever aware of the 
seriousness of their work. They did 
it realistically, conscientiously- and 
well. 

Among the most important safety 
factors in our opera tions wa GCA. 
Again , previous training was impor
tant. Because of SAC's longstanding 
rule that a ll take-offs and landings 
even within the United States be 
GCA, the B-29's were regularly able 
to take off and land safely with 
GCA in the Far East, despite ex
tremely difficult flying weather. The 
proficiency developed through long 
instrument training has made SAC 
an all-weather air force. 

Careful briefing and target study 
before each flight, insured that each 
crew was thoroughly ready for its 
mission . In contrast to the old days 
when crews leaped into their planes 
immediately after briefing, the SAC 
crewmen fir t had a stand-by inspec
tion of a ll equipment by the aircraft 
commander. Also, each man utilized 
a detailed checklist for his station 

which itself had evolved out of long 
experience in safety. 

Special attention was given to take
off procedures, including use of land
ing light and instruments on night 
take-offs, non-reduction of power and 
non-retraction of flaps until safe alti
tudes had been reached, insistence 
on correct u e of safety belts, and 
proper technique of feathering an 
engine on take-offs. 

The SOPs that grew out of tria l 
and error were followed to the letter 
and standardization boards were ever 
a t work oversea to see that new and 
better methods of operation were 
utilized throughout the Command. 
Also, constant checks on the effi
ciency of a ircraft commanders and 
crews were continued. Promotions 
and demotions made on the findings 
assured that only the very best men 
were manning the aircraft. 

The e are but a few of the factors 
tha t kept the flying accident ratio 
over Korea so strikingly low. How
ever, a great share of the credit de
servedly goes to the maintenance 
men who, working under the most 
difficult conditions, delivered us air-
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SAC combat crews had no w ish lo be hapha i a rd he roes • • . • 
like good wood, these me n had sea soned and mellowed w ith a ge 

Capt. Grey, radar op. in 
USAF 9 % years, flew 287 
t ombat hours in B-24 ' s 

M/Sgt. Tinsley, crew chief, 
8 % years, was in ETO and 
has crewed 1-29' s for past 

T /Sgt. Blatterman, a CFC 
gunne r, has 1700 hours in 
the air, flew B-29 's during 

du ring la st war. three years. 

craft in A-1 shape, day in and day 
out. Whereas old time mechanic 
u ed to ay "to hell with the paper
work a nd records'', while in combat, 
the profe ional maintenance men of 
today even increa ed their paper
work overseas. T heir careful and 
constant count on the pulse of each 
B-29 played a great part in the con-
istency with which the aircraft were 

able to operate. 
One other point that should b 

noted in connection with the safety 
record of the FEAF Bomber Com
mand i that it wa maintained de
spite the fact that B-29's were often 
called upon to perform many un
usual missions not normally part of 
their job. Becau e the situation de-, 
manded it, the Command's activi
ties have become very diver ified. 
Be ide bombing strategic target , 
B-29' were forced to do everything 
from attacking trucks, tanks and 
soldier in bivouac to dropping up
plies and propaganda leaflet . Never
thele s, the afety level remained 
high, proving that ver atility of at
tack and unusual assignment need 
not reduce the efficiency of opera-
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tion among men who know their job. 
The FEAF Bomber Command i 

continuing it work of upporting the 
ground forces in Korea in whatever 
way possible. Many of its planes and 
crews have rotated back to base in 
the United State where they are 
currently undergoing even more ad
vanced and rigorou schedu les of 
training than , in om ca es, tho e 
they flew in combat in the Far Ea t. 

Korea wa but the fir t flexing of 
the mighty mu cles of the Air Force's 
bombing power as consolidated and 
developed by the Strategic Air Com
mand. As I have stated before, we 
learned no dramatic new Jes ons in 
strategic bombardment from the 
Korean operation, though we have 
improved and expanded to ome ex
tent the recognized and accepted 
methods. 

Neverthele , Korea proved more 
concl u ively than ever before that 
respon ible and ea oned men who 
thoroughly know their weapons can 
safely operate bombardment aircraft 
with deva tating effectiveness, re
gardles of weather and mechanical 
hazards. Accidents and acts of "fate" 

M/Sgt . Bivins, fl ight engi
neer, 11 % yea rs in AF, 
was C-47 vet prior lo as-

signme nt in B-29 's. 

Capt. Marx, a ircraft co 
mande r, 4 ,000 ai r ho 
and 76 combat missio r 

is on ly 29. 

which we thought inevitable J 0 year 
ago have been conquered to a great 
extent by the thinking mind and 
wealth of human experience that 
form the core of the Strategic Air 
Command. 

As the Air Force enters a period 
of tremendous expansion, SAC is 
faced with the problem of a imi lat
ing many new men into it team , 
some of whom will initially lack the 
experience n ce sa ry for completely 
afe op ration of big bombers. SAC 

welcome the e men to it fold and 
proudly pas e on to them the sound 
technique and fin e tradition which 
have grown through its relatively 
hort life. 

I believe that rigorous training 
which stres es the proven principles 
of safe and scientific flying will bring 
these newcomer to the same high 
level of proficiency a that attained 
by those who flew w well over Korea. 
The e men will oon give SAC even 
greater trength to accompli h its 
vital mission - that of maintaining 
it elf in con tant readiness to carry 
on only a few hours' notice trategic 
destruction a nywhere in the world . 
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Hit short of runway (s mile) 

damaging nose gear • 
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The nine accidents depicted here 
all occurred during the final phases 
of GCA approache under actual 
weather conditions. They all oc
curred during 1950 and they serve 
to point up the errors which are be
ing made by Air Force pilots exe-

cuting GCA's. 
It is interesting to note that none 

of the pilots involved could be called 
"desk-pilots," although only two 
were green card holders. They aver
aged over 25 hour of weather time 
in the ix month preceding their 
accidents, and almost 16 hours in 
the preceding 60 days. This indicates 
that although practice may make 
perfect, a pilot can't become care
less just becau e h e has done a lot 
of practicing. Each in trument flight 
demands the preparation and care 
of the first one, and each GCA de
mand complete concentration and 
cooperation with the controller. 

In all the accidents illustrated on 
this page, the pilots were found pri
marily at fault. In one, the GCA 
controller contributed and in an
other malfunction of GCA equip
ment was a factor. But the e two 
accidents would not have occurred 
if the pilot had not violated regu
lations by de cending below the 
minimum altitudes. The ame may 
be said of four other of the e acci
dents. Two-thirds of the nine acci
dents would not have occurred if 
the pilots had not descended below 
GCA minimum . The lesson is sim-

ple enough. 
Above all else, pilots must remem-

ber that GCA is not a blind landing 
system. It i a landing approach aid 
for u e in poor weather condition . 
GCA altitude minimums have been 
e tablish ed at each base employing 
the equipment in recognition of the 
fact that the system is not intended 
for "zero-zero" use. There is no 
question of injured pride at having 
to pull up and go to an alternate to 
land. If visual contact has not b een 
establish ed by the time the mini
mums are reach ed, then regulations 
require that the landing attempt be 
abandoned. The fact that six of the 
nine accidents shown here resulted 
from pilots ignoring the regulation 
is proof enough that the regulation 

is a worthy one. 
5 



Thunderstorms May Spawn Ice Pellets Large 

Enough to Damage Aircraft 

T1rn RI S K of evere hail damage to aircraft in flight 
is very mall when con idered on the average for a la rge 
area such as the United Sta tes. However, there are time 
and places for which the risk is much greater than a t 
others, so much so tha t a knowledge of the risk distribu
tion will permit the pilot to take practicable precautions 
to avoid dangerous storms. 

The pilot cannot judge his chance of m eeting hail 
simply on the basis of the probability of thunderstorms. 
The average annual ra tio of hail to thunderstorm occur
rence for point in the United Sta tes is less than 20 per 
cent ; the ratio, however, varies markedly with eason 
and region; it may range from 100 per cent to less than 
one per cent. At sea level in lower latitudes, hail at the 
ground is rare even where thunderstorm occur nearly 
every day. 

Although hailstorms are a famili a r occurrence over 
land area in middle la titudes, meteorologi ts have little 
reliable data on their frequency and other characteri -
tics. This is because of the very small a rea of a hail torm 
compared to the distance between weather reporting 
sta tions, and to the va ria tion in hail intensity in the 
vertical columns which are not acce ible to routine 
direct ob ervation. 

U nfortuna tely, when one turns to the statistic on 
hail frequency as reported by regular Weather Bureau 
stations and ummarized in numerous publications, a • 
very misleading impre sion of the actual risk is obtained, 
although the locations of the regions of high and low 
frequency may be indicated approxima tely correct. Thi 
defect wa strikingly brought out in a recent study of 
hail in the High Plains region. Whereas Weather Bureau 
sta tions indicate that the frequency of hail is the same 
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in We tern Kansas as in Mi souri, in urance statistics of 
hail damage to crops show the risk is nine times greater 
in We tern Kansas than in Mi souri. 

T he H igh Plains Hail Belt-From considera tion of 
actuarial data and from airline experience, the maxi
mum frequency of hailstorms damaging to aircraft is 
believed to lie in a orth-South belt including New 
M exico, the par ts of Colorado, W yoming and M ontana 
east of the Rockies, southern Alberta, and the western 
pa rts of T exas, Oklahoma, Kan as, Nebraska, South 
Dakota and North Dakota. In this belt, any small a rea 
of 500 squa re miles chosen at random probably experi
ences over 30 day per year with hail reaching the 
ground. Yet any individual weather ta tion in this a rea 
will report less than nine day per year on the average. 
It is obviou that the former figu re is the more indica
tive of the true ri k to which aircraft would be exposed 
in flights across the region. 

The annual total frequency is, of course, not the whole 
story, for these 30 hail-days per year per 500 quare 
miles a re la rgely concentrated into the warmer months 
and into the hour from 1000 to 2000 local time. In this 
belt of maximum risk, the frequency increa es from 
about one or two hailstorms per month in the late winter 
to three, four, or five per month in June, and decrease 
again to one in September. The Denver-Cheyenne-North 
Platte region probably contains the most hail-dangerous 
of the heavily traveled air routes in the United Sta tes, 
with the we tern ha lf of T exas a clo e second. 

Hail R isk Elsewhere-The hail-damage risk for a ir
craft is very slight over most of the rest of the country. 
However, there is significant danger locally over moun
ta inous areas such a the R ockie , the Oza rk , Appa-
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lachians, etc. Several other local areas-the region ex
tending southwest from San Antonio, Texas, and eastern 
South Dakota and southeast North Dakota--appear to 
have risks approaching tho e of the maximum belt far
ther west. Thunderstorms are frequent in Spring and 
early Summer over the Iowa-Mis ouri-eastern Kansas
eastern Nebraska-Oklahoma area, but the proportion of 

does not exceed 40 per cent. 
Although the thunderstorms are largely confined to 

the warmer half of the year, and in most place reach 
a maximum in spring and summer, the actual number 
of thunderstorms i so much greater in mid- than early 
or late season that the maximum hail frequency is also 
in mid- eason. 

H ail is rare ov' r the oceans and in the Far North of 
the continent. On other continents, the plains of ea tern 
Europe, plateaus of India and South Africa, and west
ern Argentina are noted for frequent heavy hailstorms. 

I s Hail More Likely, Near the Freezing L evel?-The 
hail concentration within the cumulonimbus cloud 
hould be greatest and the hailstones largest in diameter 

in the region between the 0 ° and -10 °C isotherms. 
Above thi layer the concentration and size will gradu
ally diminish with altitude but at a rate which is variable 
from case to case and from time to time during the life 
of the storm. The greater the vertical extent of the cloud 
above the freezing level, the greater the chance of large 
hailstone being formed. Below the freezing level, the 
stone are ubjected to rapid melting, the amount of 
which must be proportionate to the di lance and time 

... · ~·:'"~· ... '\ .... :-·~ · ... ,. q.~~-~ ·~ .. 
• LOCATION OF CASES OF HAIL DAMAGE • · ' . · 

TO AIRCRAFT REPORTED BY SCHE DULED 
TRANSCONTINENTAL AIR CARRIERS. 

they have fallen in the warmer air. The initially large 
tones have a greater chance of reaching the ground. 

The high freezing-level undoubtedly has something to 
do with the rarity of hail reaching the ground in the 
lower latitudes (Gulf Coast, F lorida). 

The view is gaining ground that every thunderstorm 
contains some hail. A promising theory of thunderstorm 

y Workman and R eyn
an essential condition 

on which causes light
torm within 5000 feet of 
to have hail of some size. 

olds, says the presence of hail 
for the electric charge epar 
ning. The region in a thund 
the freezing level is very lik 
Apparently, pilots penetr many thunderstorms near 

reporting hail. This is prob
small-sized hail tones le s than 

the freezing level witho 
bably due to the fact t 
% inch in diameter e not easily visible, and have a 

y a mushy, whitish blur as they 
iking the aircraft. As a result, the 

s encountered either rain, snow, or 

tendency to create 
di integrate upon 
pilot believes he 
sleet. 

stribution of Hail Shafts-Track of 
hail torms v from a few yards up to 75 miles in 
width. The nstantaneous area of the average fall is 
about 20 are miles, usually an elongated area about 

ng and two miles wide. Often there are epa
rate an parallel bands falling from the same thunder
storm these may be peculiar to mature thunderstorms 
whic have more than one cell , or to a line of thunder
sto s a long a front.Experience with hail in fl ight seems 

ndicate that roughly the same dimensions and pat
rns of hail hafts are encountered aloft. Since the 

Average an nual number of days with hail as reported by U. S. 
Weathe r Bureau are shown on map. The dots locate areas 
where a irc raft of four transcontinental a irlines have been dam
aged by hail. Sign ificantly , hail damage to aircraft is most fre
qu ent in a reas of high insurance rates on crops. A farmer in 
Missouri pays $2 to insure $1 00 worth of crops, but a grower 

in Western Kansas pays $18 for same protection. 
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width of the hail shaft is considerably mailer than the 
width of the thunderstorm, it can frequently happen 
that an aircraft will cro s a thunderstorm area without 
encountering its hail shaft . Moreover, the life of a given 
hail shaft may last anywhere from a few minutes to 
hours. This would explain how two aircraft have passed 
through a storm 15 minutes apart on the same track, 
yet only one encountered hail. 

On a research project of the Navy D epartment, pene
trations of thunderstorms with specially instrumented 
aircraft found that most of the hail wa encountered in 
a zone where the light rain changed abruptly to heavy 
rain a seen on the radar scope. Without radar particu
larly de igned for weather navigation, the pilot cannot 
make u e of thi type of information to avoid hail. 

The Thunderstorm Project conducted in Florida and 
Ohio recorded hail on only 25 per cent of its aircraft 
traverse of thunder torms, with. maximum frequency in 

While on an instrument train ing fl ight, pilot under the hood, 
th is airplane entered a cloud which, to the obse rver, did 

middle levels of 10,000 to 25,000 feet; the frequency 
decreased rapidly below 10,000 feet. The hail shafts ap
peared to be associated with particular cell within the 
storm, mo t of the cases being in the mature stage of 
the storm. There was some evidence that the cells with 
hail have greater than average up-draft speeds, exceed
ing 50 ft/ sec in every case, though by no means all 
strong up-drafts carried hail. Cases of hail with down
draf ts were also observed, chiefly at levels below 15,000 
feet and with speeds below average. The drafts were 
u ually le s than 15,000 feet wide. 

The occurrence of hail haft aloft is not limited to 
the in ide of the cloud or rain area at flight level. There 
are many ca es on record of evere hail damaging air
craft while flying as much as five miles outside of a 
squall line. The hail tones were pewed out of the slop
ing sides of the cloud or fell from an overhanging anvil. 
. Dimensions of Hailstones-Stones reaching the ground 
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range in ize from le than one-fourth inch to over four 
inches in diameter. The diameter of the commonest size 
varies with the region but i generally less than one inch . 
A given storm has a range of sizes, the smaller sizes pre
dominating. For the United States, it has been estimated 
that about one hailstorm in 400 will produce stone the 
size of walnuts or larger at the ground. At flight levels 
it must be a sumed th~t the proportion of storm with 
large tones is much greater, for the stones melt very 
rapidly in falling through the warm air below the freez
ing level. The very large tones tend to be more widely 
cattered than the smaller ones. 

A United Air Lines M eteorologist says-
"We know that the hailstone which reache the 

ground i about the size of a pea to a marble and that 
one-inch stones constitute a very small minority of those 
which actually reach the urface. What we do not know, 
though, is how big a marble-size stone was before it left 

... not look loo rough. Immediately a heavy palling of ra in 
was hea rd, followed by heavy hail. Simultaneously, the plane 

the freezing level on its descent through warmer air 
below ; also, it is not very pleasant to contemplate how 
large a baseball-size stone on the ground might have 
been before dropping out of the clouds above. Stones 
of that size are known to drop to the ground somewhere 
over the We tern Plains or the ea t lope of the Rockies 
every year although the . odd against any particular air
plane flying into such a hail shaft are certainly incalcu
lable. We can theorize and gue s that a one-inch tone 
would shrink to marble size after falling from 15,000 
feet to the ground but this would not be realistic be
cau e the refrigerating effect of the hail itself might be 
so great that the temperature inside the haft would be 
far different than that in the free air surrounding it. 
About all that we can say definitely is that hail encoun
tered near the freezing level will certainly be larger than 
the same hail flown through at 5,000 feet." 

The CAA has recently completed experiments with 
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artificial hail tones of various sizes blown into aircraft 
ections at different speed . It was concluded that only 

stones over one inch in diameter cause m easurable dam
age to wing edges at 260 mph; one-and-one-fourth-inch 
tones made .04-inch indentations at that peed, and 

two-inch stones had the same re ult at 160 mph. The 
importance of reducing airspeed when caught in a torm 
is emphasized by these figure . The metal surfaces of 
operational-type aircraft parked on the ground would 
probably not be dented by hail Jes than two-and-one
half or three inches in diameter. Fabric urfaces are, of 
course, more vulnerable. 

Flight Procedure-Because no method has yet been 
discovered for forecasting which thunderstorm situations 
will produce damaging hail, pilots flying in the regions 
of large hail damage ri k hould regard every thunder
storm as dangerous. In the Spring, the heavy hailstorms 
of the region just east of the Colorado Rockies occur 

... was lifted 2 ,000 feet in an updraft. The pilots immediately 
started a 180° turn. They were in th e cloud less than two minutes. 

mainly to the rear of a cold front or of a deep "cold
low" passing eastward, but in other months there does 
not seem to be any particular relation to air-mass, fronts, 
lap e-rate, height of freezing level, or wind pattern . The 
importance of reducing airspeed when in a storm has 
already been mentioned. 

The appearance of a storm cloud from a di tance 
may indicate it tage of development. A growing storm 
with hard "cauliflower" top reaching above 25,000 feet 
is more likely to be very turbulent and have large hail 
than old torms with extended anvils and numerous dis
organized cell . However, imbedded in old complex 
multicellular torms there may be new vigorous cell , 
hidden from view. At night, these distinctions cannot be 
made without radar, though some authorities claim that 
a predominance of cloud-to-ground lightning indicates 
a young torm and cloud-to-cloud lightning an old one. 

For the present at lea t, it appears that there is no 
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Speed is an important factor, but size of the hailstone has th e 
greatest effect in damage, such as to F-51 above and 8-25 b elow 

real sub titute for good judgment on the part of the 
pilot in avoiding damaging hail and severe turbulence 
in thunder torm conditions. In order to be in a position 
to exercise good judgment, however, the pilot m ust have 
a ound basic knowledge of the overall weather picture 
before leaving the ground and be aware of the potential 
developments so that he can recognize and evaluate 
them properly when they loom up ahead of him on his 
flight path. Thi is where operations upervisors and the 
weather forecaster fit into the picture. Their responsi
bility i to in ure that a thorough analysis is made of the 
weather situation at the flight planning tage and that 
any major or unexpected developments occurring after 
the aircraft takes off should be relayed to the pilot in 
flight. It is only in thi s way through a combination of 
careful analysis on the ground and the pilots' cockpit 
view of the situation, that the h azards of thunderstorm 
navigation can be kept at a mm1mum. 
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ONE MOMENT the jet fighter was on top of an over
cast, the next it had vanished in a letdown into the 
damp, gray murk. Turbulence was encountered and the 
fighter plane rocked and bobbed, but the pilot handled 
the plane confidently because he was proficient and had 
been thoroughly checked out in a training cour e at a 
jet fighter in trument chool. Staying on the gages very 
definitely requires preci ion flying. And the degree to 
which this kill is developed can and does in many 
cases determine whether a pilot and his crew live or die. 

Now, more than ever before, the kill of instrument 
flying may determine much more than just whether or 
not the pilot and his crew live. The proficiency or lack 
of proficiency of Air Force pilots may a lso decide 
whether or not many Americans are kill ed - whether 
or not American cities are bombed. 

Col. F. S. Gabreski, Commanding Officer of the 56th 
Fighter Interceptor Group and one of the outstanding 
fighter pilot of WW II, put thi fact both briefly and 
aptly when he said, "Fighter aircraft must take off 
under all conditions, intercept and de troy enemy air
craft, and return to their bases. Expert training in in
strument flying is a big tep toward creating a fighter 
force that can accomplish its mi sion in any kind of 
weather." 

Following the word with action, Colonel Gabreski 
directed the establishmen t within the 56th Fighter-In
terceptor Group of a jet fighter instrument training 
school. This chool was formed and began operation 
on 5 O ctober 1950, under the supervi ion of Lt. Col. 
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George L. Jones, Group Operations Officer. Up until 
the middle of February, 1951, the ix T-33's u ed by 
the chool had been flown over 680 hours, of which 
500 were logged as instrument in truction, and 40 pilots 
had been graduated from the one-week cour e. 

That ounds like instrument training is receiving con
siderable emphasis, but that's only half the instrument 
story at Selfridge AFB. Jet pilot aren't the only ones 
who get intensive instrument training. There is also a 
school, this one a two-week course, for all pilots of 
conventional aircraft at Selfridge. It was begun at 
Marsha ll AFB, Kan as, and moved to Selfridge with 
the 10th Air Force Headquarters, beginning operations 
in May, 1950. 

Both the jet and conventional instrument schools are 
fundamentally based on the premise that to get good 
instruction you mu t have good instructors. And where 
do you get expert in tructors? Well, in the Air Force, 
the best instrument instructors are graduate of the 
In trument Pilot School at Tyndall AFB, Florida. And 
these are the men who teach other pilots the skill of 
instrument flying at Selfridge. Tyndall graduates are 
being u ed as they are meant to be u ed. The results 
have been that the chools at Selfridge were organized 
and have been operated on proven principle rather 
than on a trial-and-error system. Thi enabled effective 
and correct instrument instruction to be given from the 
very beginning of the courses. 

The jet in trument school, now under Capt. T. H. 
Orrick, has three full-time and one part-time in true-
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tors, all of whom attended the Instrument Pilot School 
at Tyndall. These instructors have for the pa t few 
months averaged over 50 hours of T-33 time per month. 
They are a ll eager about their job , recognizing that 
they play an important part in raising the proficiency 
of a ll pilot in the group to the level required to com
plete the mis ion. 

They agree that one of the first steps in establishing 
a school such as theirs should be setting up SOP's and 
minimums for ac tual weather training flights. For ex
ample, if the objective i to qualify pilots for white 
instrument cards, then scheduled training flights should 
be flown so long as the weather is not below white card 
minimums. And at Selfridge a considerable amount of 
the school's in trument instruction must be given in 
actual weather conditions. 

An all-weather flying area which lie to the north 
west of Selfridge has been establi shed for the use of 
the jet school. The only requirement i that the plane 
stay VFR and below 2500 feet until they h ave crossed 
a n airway cveral mile north of the ba e. From there 
on they a re unrestricted and can execute any maneuvers 
de ired so long as they remain in the area. This has 
eased one major problem of the school, operation in 
weather conditions. A homing beacon i being loca ted 
on the north leg of the Selfridge range beyond the air
way to further case the procedure for r~turning to base 
from the weather flight area. 

The jet instrument school was originally envisioned 
as temporary, to give squadron commanders, operations 
officers and flight leaders a hort refresher cour e on 
instrument flying. It met with such success that the 
decision wa made to run all group p ilot through. This 
was not as easy as it sounds, for only the group head
quarters and the 61 st Fighter-Interceptor Squadron are 
based at Selfridge, while the 62nd and 63rd Squadrons 
are at O'Hare and Oscoda, respectively. Thi problem 
could only be solved with the whole-hearted backing of 
the higher-ups in the group. The backing was there. 

First, all T-33's of the group, including those orig
inally assigned to the outlying squadrons, were gathered 
together at Selfridge and orders were is ued that they 
would be used only for instrument training and for 
transition of pilots newly as igned to the group. Under 
one maintenance section and one scheduling officer, this 
resulted in savings of time, effort and personnel, as well 
as better utilization of aircraft. 

To insure that all units of the group ge t in on the 
training, each quadron is given a weekly quota of stu
dent . For example, during one week, the 62nd at 
O'Hare Field may be required to send two studen ts to 
the school at Selfridge. These pilots receive temporary 
duty orders to the school and have no other duty as
signments while they are undergoing instruction. The 
same app lie to pilots tationed at Selfridge. All are 
given temporary duty orders to the school so that there 
wi ll be no other duties to interfere with their instru-
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Using C-45 's fo r in-fl ight inst ruction, th e multi-e ng ine half of th e 
school catches pilots w ho are ru sty on instrum ents. 

ment training. This, of course, could not be done if the 
group commander and his staff were not firmly behind 
the program. 

Instructors in the jet school may at times seem to 
their students a bit hepped on the subject of recovery 
from unusual positions. But there' a reason for it. A 
quick survey of accident records show that a large 
percentage of jet fighter instrument accidents have oc
curred to wingmen who have become lost from their 
leaders during actual weather flight. At uch times, a 
quick transition from vi ual formation flying to the 
gage is nece sary. U sually, when this happens, it i 
during some sort of maneuver and the wingman finds 
himself actually in an unusual position. Since, as the 
records bear out, too many pilots have failed to recover 
in such ituations, unusual po ition recovery is empha
sized in the jet in trurnent school. 

In trument technique improves noticeably and con
fidence goes up by leaps and bounds when a student 
finds himself ~:m his back a couple of time and recovers 
properly during training flights. 

Another point which receives emphasis concerns GCA. 
Students had a lot of trouble with airspeed, glide path 
and directional control during final approaches until 
instructors eliminated airspeed a a problem. This they 
did by requiring that proper approach airspeed be et 
up just prior to entering the glide path. ow, flaps are 
dropped and a throttle setting which will give the 
desired airspeed is set just before reaching the glide 
path. All the instrument pilot ha to do to maintain 
the right airspeed is to drop hi no e a the glide path 
is reached. GCA's are much easier and directional con-
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trol is much truer since " throttle-jockeying" for airspeed 
is practically eliminated. 

The actual flying phase of the jet instrument school 
consi ts of five 2-hour flight periods, the last of which 
is normally an instrument check. If any particular tu
dent needs more training, he gets it. On each flight, 
from the time he lines up for takeoff until he is ready 
to touch down, the tudent is under the hood. The 
ground school course complements the flying phase. A 
part of the ground school training is given by the con
ventional aircraft instrument chool, as are all written 
instrument exams. 

One problem which plague the jet school is that of 
retaining in tructors. In tructors, just like everyone el e, 
are rotated and reassigned to fill quotas and commit
ments in accordance with Air Force policy. There can 
be no argument with thi - however, it does hamper 
the operation of the school. Instructors are much more 
capable after they have in tructed a few classes and 
have established themselves a routine and an in truc
tional technique. The word for any outfit considering 
the establi hment of uch a school is to plan way ahead. 
Choose pilots who are low on the list for reas ignment, 
send them to the Instrument Pilot School at Tyndall, 
then in ert them into the local instrument training pro
gram. The organization will receive maximum benefit 
from thi procedure. 

The other half of the Selfridge instrument story is 
not o glamorous as that of the jet group, but it's just 
as effective and ju t as nece ary. The Air Base, or the 
56th Fighter-Interceptor Wing (as differentiated from 
the Group ), instrument school uses C-45's for in-flight 
instruction. Although it sound like a much simpler task 
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than teaching jet instrument , it is not. And one of the 
major reasons it is not is tha t this school catches all the 
behind-the-lines pilots who don't fly every day and 
therefore need considerably more bru hing up. 

Students for this school come from 10th Air Force 
H eadquarters, 661 st Aircraft Warning Squadron ( whic~ 

includes pilots from outlying radar warning stations), 
30th Air Division, Univer ity of Michigan students, 
Wayne Univer ity students, and others such as ANG 
Instructors from vari<;ms 10th Air Force sta tion , as well 
as the usual base pilots. Few of the e pilots· fly as 
regularly as do the pilots of the jet grcup,, and their 
instruction must be geared to this fact. 

On the other hand, there is a bright side in tha t the 
tudents h ere are also on temporary du ty orders to the 
chool, so that with a few exceptions they have no other 

duties to interfere with their training. The two weeks 
are well spent, with students normally getting about 
20 hours flying time, of which 10 are under the hood. 
If any student needs more instruction before taking his 
instrument check, he gets it. As a sideline this school 
al o gives instrument checks to pilots who are not stu
dents at the school. Such pilots may be given anywhere 
between two and 10 hours of instruction before taking 
their check . 

The sch ool is run by Capt. M. T. Vance, who though 
not a T yndall alumnus is well qualified to give instru
ment instruction. His assistants are all graduates of 
T yndall and have a ttempted to model their abbreviated 
course after the Air Force chool in every possible way. 

T he base instrument school began operating at Self
ridge in M ay, 1950, and by the end of the year it had 
graduated 125 pilots and issued 318 instrument cards. 
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On each flight in a T-33 t ra iner, from time he fines up for takeoff 
until touchdown, the student is unde r th e hood . 

In doing this, the five C-45's assigned to the school and 
an occasionally borrowed C-47 were flown 1,678 hours. 
Thi , with three full- a nd two part-time instructor , is 
not a bad record, by far. 

Forty hour of ground school are included in the 
curriculum and this in truction is given by the same 
pilots who give instrument flight in truction. Much of 
the materia l used in the ground school admittedly 
comes almo t verba tim from the Air Force Instrument 
Pilot School, but tha t insures authenticity. The in
structors have devised and had mimeographed a text 
book for u e in the ground school which they were 
recently advised would be adopted as a T enth Air Force 
manual for use by all units. This a ttest to the fact 
that the in tructor are putting out the straight stuff. 

Written comments of graduate of the school are al
mo t unanimous in prai ing the quality of the in truc
tion as well as the cooperation of the instructors, NCO's 
and line crewmen . Mo t negative comments concern 
the clas room facilities, which are none too wank, and 
of course ome individuals, as would be expected, dis
agree with the amount of emphasis placed on certain 
phases of instruction. All do agree, however, tha t the 
instructor are eager and sincere about their work and 
that the cour e is of great value. 

·The work that these two in trument schools at Self
ridge AFB are doing hows a true appreciation of the 
all-weather objective of the Air Force and an honest 
a ttempt to reach tha t objective. The only prerequisite 
for the e tablishment of uch an instrument training 
program are eager, well-qualified people to operate it 
and the whole-hearted backing of tho e in the driver ' 
seat. 
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As TODAY'S USAF edges toward the day of opera
tional upersonic aircraft, pilot and crewmen are hear
ing more and more about organizations like the NACA 
(National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics ) and the 
Air Force's NEPA (Nuclear Energy for the Propulsion 
of Aircraft ), which are composed of hundreds of scien
tists, engineers and technicians working on Flight R e
search projects that cost into the· millions of dollar . 

Since a large part of these efforts and monies ex
pended go toward tailoring tomorrow's airplane for the 
human body, the pilot and crewmember should know 
more about how science plays a major role in the never
ending search for more and better safety in flight. 

One of the first and leading aeronautical organizations 
to get into this search for better planes is the NACA. 
In the decade following the first powered flight of the 
Wright brothers, the need for organized scientific study 
of aviation became increasingly apparent. To meet this 
need, Congres in March, 1915, established the NACA. 
Now, after 36 years, the influence of this research shows 
clearly in present faster and cleaner-designed airplanes. 

There are three NACA research laboratories, employ
ing a staff of thousands. These research centers are 
located at Langley AFB, Virginia; Moffett Field, Cali-
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SCIENCE AT WORK-Above, left to right, are NACA research scenes 
showing a wind tunnel. The circle shows compressor blade models 
mounted in test section of supersonic cascade tunnel. Next, a me
chanic inspecting the 1, 137 blades of a seven-stage axial flow 
compressor designed to push air through a supersonic pressure wind 
tunnel. At the far right, before Oight testing special instruments are 
installed in F-86 tail structure to obtain research information. Lower 
left, an F-84 is "flown standing still" to obtain pressure distribution 
measurements on the wing and to study possible stabilty effects due 
to the wing-tip fuel tanks. At the point where the full-size F-84 is 

mounted the tunnel is 40 feet high and 80 feet in width . 

fornia, and Cleveland, Ohio. The Langley Lab, founded 
in 1916, is the largest as well as the oldest establishment 
of the three. Through operating its own laboratories, 
the NACA coordinates the fundamental research pro
grams of other aviation agencies. It also supports avia
tion research in scientific institutions. 

Just how the NACA science has helped the military 
pilots and crewmen in the past is best shown by a few 
examples. For instance, during World War II a certain 
type of fighter plane newly accepted for military use 
showed a tendency to shed its tail surfaces during high
speed dives. Something was obviously wrong and the 
job of finding out was turned over the NACA Lab at 
Langley. There, research scientists diagnosed the prob-
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!em and offered recommendations for design changes. 
These were carried out by the manufacturer and the 
plane subsequently became one of America's most potent 
weapons. 

Another first line fighter was found to be inferior to 
enemy fighters in rolling maneuverability. NACA scien
tists took over again, and after laboratory study, a re
design of the ailerons gave the advantage to U. S. pilots. 
Actually, these wartime activities of the Laboratory rep
resented somewhat of a departure from the long-range 
purpose for which it was intended, but they were, and 
continue to be, of significant importance in the safety, 
development, and improvem.ent of Air Force and Navy 
planes. 

Still another time, scheduled work was hurriedly set 
aside while a new heavy bomber awaiting mass produc
tion was installed in a large wind tunnel to determine 
a means of eliminating a severe tail-buffeting encoun
tered in early flight tests. The trouble was located and 
once again science had scored for safety. Of equal, 
though perhaps less spectacular importance were the 
problems brought about by the "growing pains" of mili
tary airplanes - problems associated with increa es in 
weight and power; changes in armament and other 
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equipment, or rev1s10ns in design. In a five-year period 
the Langley Laboratory took part in the development 
of 137 aircraft, including virtually a ll of the types placed 
in actual military service. 

ACA research touches on all phase of avia tion. 
For convenience of description the research work can 
be roughly divided as follows : Aerodynamics, hydro
dynamic , propulsion, a ircraft loads, airframe construc
tion and materials. The e are the principal elements of 
avia tion re earch which is carried out in dozens of 
NACA wind tunnels of specialized type and uses, sea
p lane te ting basins, and other service facilities. 

After the analytical and theoretical studies comes the 
flight testing phase- and here again is where NACA 
takes part. Working on a cooperative basis with the Air 
Force and the Navy, the NACA fo llow most of its re
search right in to the Flight T est Unit a t Edwards AFB, 
California, which has been busy since 1946 testing all 
types of unconventional and experimental types of 
planes. For the highe t margin of safety, the te t unit 
was located a t Muroc on the bed of a dry lake that p ro
vides a level take-off and landing field more than five 
miles long. Also, the desert vi sibility i better for the 
men doing the flying. 

A typical NACA project would include problems of 
aircraft opera tion. Some of these during recent years 
h ave been icing, gust loads and ditching technique, mo t 
of which have been encountered or experienced by pilot 
and crews of the USAF. The ACA .thermal ice-preven-

A B-29 d itch ing mode l be ing set up fo r a test in ta nk a t Langley. 
Blewo, a scale model is filmed and studi ed fo r sp in cha racte ri sti cs 
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tion system provided the pilot with a means for virtual 
elimination of icing hazards to propellered aircraft. 

R esearch over a period of years, ending in more than 
two years of safe flight research through icing conditions 
proved the system and provided enough information to 
protect a ny equipped airplane from danger of icing. 

Icing of jet engines and a few other problems remain 
to be thoroughly worked out. Operations have shown 
that axial flow units are vulnerable, and means of pro
tection for these and other types is the subject of fu rther 
research. 

Work in turbulence and gusts has resulted in a large 
amoun t of data, a lot of which has been applied to the 
development of new planes and flying techniques. But 
the problem of gust loads increa e in importance with 
increase in speeds, and much knowledge remains to be 
gained about gusts and how to ease the loads. 

Ditching investigation are being carried out continu
ally on new military type and tran port planes in order 
to establi h an SOP for the aircrew. H ere, work con
tinue on new safety devices and modifications. 

Research on cabin heating and ventilation becomes of 
added importance as airplane speeds go up. Even high 
subsonic flight brings the need for cockpit cooling. Look
ing ahead to supersonic flight, many problems of cooling 
and heat radia tion come into con idera tion, not only in 
relation to the pilot and the crew, but to protect the 
airplane structure it elf. The temperature rise accom
panying supersonic peeds may p rove to be a limiting 
handicap to high-speed flight. The que tions of friction 
hea ting and heat radiation must be answered before any 
cooling requirements can be determined. But this is only 
one of many new problems posed by future supersonic 
flight which calls for a different approach and vigorous 
thought. 

As the ACA, the U SAF, Navy and other scientific 
research organizations go deeper into these new prob
lems of flight, the more difficult they become from the 
standpoint of the human element. And with the move 
toward the supersonic Air forces of the future cience 
has the heavy responsibility of finding the answers in the 
never-ending search for ultima te safety in flight. 

Yea rs of research a re behind eve ry mission flow n by USAF pi lots 
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New Techniques and Precautions are Used in Flying 
the Massive XC-99 Global Transport 

AT 1100 ONE BRIGHT MORNING last summer the 
world's largest operating airplane was letting down over 
San Diego for a landing. The XC-99, experimental 
cargo version of the B-36 global bomber, had left its 
home field, Kelly Air Force Base near San Antonio, 
Texas, six hours earlier. It had encountered some minor 
trouble on the way with one of its half-dozen powerful 
engines, but the difficulty had been fixed in flight. Now, 
with all six engines humming in sweet unison, the XC-99 
was settling lazily onto Lindbergh Field. 

The pilot, Col. Frederick Bell, pulled his switch to 
lower the landing gear. The big plane hesitated in its 
slow de cent, and then a voice sang out on the intercom: 

"Fixed fairing on the left main gear is damaged, sir 
-it's mangled and hanging loose." The voice came from 
one of the two scanners stationed in the body of the air
plane to observe the behavior of its gear and engines in 
flight. As in the B-36, the wing of the XC-99 are so 
far aft of the cockpit that the pilot can see only their 
tips. The brief conversation that followed went some
thing like this : 

Colonel Bell : "Is the gear damaged?" 
Scanner: "No, sir. The fairing keeps fluttering, but 

the cables on the gear look secure." 
Colonel Bell: "Roger. We'll set her down." And at 

1112 the wheels touched down on the broad runway 
and the plane rolled to a stop in a normal landing. 

This small incident is typical of the new techniques 
and precautions used in flying the massive aircraft of 
the global era. The day when a pilot was able to over-
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By Capt. RUSSELL D. WEBB 
Kelly AFB, Texas 

see and control every part of his plane with his own eyes 
and fingertips is just about over. Tomorrow's pilot
already exemplified in the men who fly such craft as the 
XC-99 and the B-36- occupies a post resembling that 
of the captain on the bridge of a battleship. From his 
lofty perch he directs and supervises its maneuvers. But 
it requires many hands and eyes at distant stations in 
the plane, and an elaborate system of communications, 
to execute his will. 

The XC-99 is no ordinary plane. The only specimen 
of its type built so far, it is uniquely valuable to the 
Air Force as a laboratory in which to study the behavior 
of mammoth cargo transports. An experimental craft
even a small one-must be handled with unusual tender
ness. The XC-99 cost millions of dollars. Its loss would 
be a tremendous waste of money, besides removing the 
only freight carrier in existence that is now able to ferry 
such heavy loads of men or material to any pot on 
earth. 

The XC-99 can lift more than 100,000 pounds of 
freight on its two long cargo decks and haul them up 
to 2,000 miles. With the addition of jet pods similar to 
those on the B-36, to get the XC-99 into the air with a 
heavier load of fuel, it can fly the same amount of cargo 
more than 2,400 miles- the longest overwater hop in 
any air-freight route flown by the Air Force. Or, it can 
carry 404 pas engers- two airborne companies . fully 
equipped for battle- or bring home 305 litter patients 
with 20 hospital attendants, in addition to its normal 
crew of 11. 
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To protect the evaluable burdens, and the plane itself, 
the XC-99 has all the afety devices built into other air
planes, and .then ome. It carries everal specially-de
signed item that are found in no other operational air
craft. The fuel tanks, for instance, have a C02 purging 
system using gas manufactured from dry ice. The y -
tern, an idea sugge ted by Colonel Bell before he wa 
transferred to other duty and relieved by Col. Theodore 
W. Tucker as the XC-99's commander, was built and 
installed at Kelly AFB. The dry ice is contained in six 
ice boxe , fitted with electric heaters to assure ublima
tion of the dry ice at extremely cold temperature . Thi 
constant purging of the tanks minimizes the danger of 
explosions. The engines and acce sories likewise are pro
tected by a methyl-bromide fire-extinguishing system. 

Another dry-ice box enables the crew to carry a two 
weeks' supply of perishable food for a series of long 
missions, in addition to cold drink for refreshments. 
Hot meals can be prepared in the plane's own galley. i 
Five bunks are available to the crew for rest between 
periods on duty. All the e are safety factors as well as 
creature comforts. By increa ing the well-being of the t 
crew, they also sharpen the physical and mental coordi-
nation with which the XC-99 is handled . 

R egular flight equipment includes heated flying uits, 
life rafts, Mae We ts, axes, flares and other items that 
could be of use under one or another set of conditions 
the plane might encounter. Arctic gear is provided for 
possible missions in far northern latitudes. Oxygen .is 
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THE XC-99 presents a dramatic appearance in night-time 
loading operations. Above, in flight with the gear down, 
this "Queen Mary" of the skies floats sedately along with 
two scanners keeping a watch on the behavior of its gear 
and engines. At right, these crewmembers called them
selves "Colonel Bell's Rough Riders" while the XC-99 was 
being flight-tested last summer. In operation, the big job 
for the big plane was hauling high-priority cargoes in StlP
port of the Far East fighting . The "99 can lift more than 

1 00,000 pounds for a 2,000 mile flight . 

available a t each flight station. A carbon-monoxide 
warning system guards all the heating outlets, flashing 
a ignal light on the flight engineer's control panel if 
any trace of this deadly gas escape inside the cabin . 
Throughout the plane, heat is delivered by exchanging 
air through the engines. Anti-icing with hot air i pos-
ible on leading edges of a ll a irfoil surface . 

At night the scanners are provided with lights which 
illuminate the wings. With Aldis lamps from the two 
windows at their station , the scanners can observe the 
engines, flaps, and landing gear, and keep the engineer 
and pilot informed of their operating condition. In con
gested areas a t night all the lights inside the fuselage are 
turned on, except in the pilots' compartment. They are 
too far aft to be seen by the pilot, but other planes 
can distinguish them. From a distance the XC-99 looks 
rather like the Queen Mary pa ing by, with portholes 
hining through the darkness. 

In tead of a hydraulic power-boost to actuate the 
flight surfaces, the XC-99 uses a " flying servo-tab con
trol. " The pilot's control moves a mall tab, and this in 
turn governs the action of the la rge control surface by 
directing the force of the slipstream on it. Pilot who 
have fl own the plane agree that it is extremely light on 
the control , in spite of it huge size. It handles more 
easily than most tran ports of far Jes weight and girth. 

Other pilots watching the XC-99 take off a re some
times alarmed by the high angle a t which it leaves the 
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fi eld. They shouldn't be. The terrific horsepower de
livered by the six engines- 21 ,000 altogether- and . the 
pu her-type propellers give the XC-99 a high-perform
ance takeoff with a very hort run. In case of an aborted 
takeoff the props can be rever ed with a wide-open 
throttle to bring the hip to a quick top. Fully syn
chronized in reverse pitch, the props are used for brak
ing in nearly all landings. 

Since O ctober, when the XC-99 was placed in regular 
operation by the Air Force and as igned to K elly AFB, 
it ha hauled more than 1,200,000 pound of cargo. It 
carried high-priority supplies such as aircraft engines 
which are too bulky or too heavy to be transported in 
smaller planes. It has made one record non-stop run 
across · the continent from Sacramento, California, to 
Macon, Georgia, with 85,000 pounds of freight. On its 
fir t overwa ter hop, from Shreveport, Louisiana, to 
Puerto Rico, the big plane ferried 87,000 pound . 

On its return from Puerto Rico the XC-99 was tem
porarily grounded o that a stronger landing gear could 
be installed. Other modifications, based on the opera
tional experience of its crew, are to be made at Kelly 
before the plane returns to active duty early in the 
spring. It is clas ed as an experimental type while the 
Air Force studies it performance. The XC-99 has al
ready shown tha t a cargo carrier approxima tely twice 
a large a any other now in ordinary use can be oper
a ted effi ciently, economically, and- above all-safely. 
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CIVIL AIRWAYS ARE BROAD, BUT TO 

AVOID A HEAD-ON COLLISION 

FLY ON THE 

A FIVE - HUNDRED - FOOT CEILING, 

with intermittent drizzle spread a 
blanket of apprehension over my 
elation as I prepared to make my 
fir t flight in a military aircraft since 
the war. The scene in the operations 
room was a familiar one, and with 
the exception of the ancient, too
tight, uniform, I felt that I was at 
home. The rush of pilots with their 
Forms 175, the chatter of teletype 
machines in the adjacent weather 
office, and the occasional racuou 
blare of the squawk box, brought a 
wave of nostalgia. 

I might have settled into erious 
reminiscing had it not been for the 
voice of Lieutenant J. a t my elbow 
with a brisk, courteou , "Ready, 
Sir." (These capable young men of 
today's Air Force make no distinc
tion in their courtesie between the 
week-end reservist and the regular 
officer . ) Smiling, I said, "Ye " and 
tried to walk in a nonchalant, but 
military, manner to the waiting B-25. 
H e walked, correctly, on my left. I 
watched and listened while he made 
a confident, capable check of the air
craft, and chatted informally with 
the Crew Chief. I was sati fi ed . 
" ow, if he can only fly in tru
ments," I thought. 

I copied his ATC Clearance. 
"Blank ATC clears Air Force 1234 
to the blank airport via Green five. 
Maintain five thousand, contact 
XYZ radio approaching, for further 
clearance." 

The takeoff and climb wa in keep
ing with my earlier opinion of the 
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capabilitie of the young man on 
my left. I tuned in the range ahead, 
listened to the On course, then the 
identification and witched to com
pa s, watching the needle swing 
around and settle on zero. We were 
leveled off at five thousand now, 
cruising down that broad highway 
in the sky marked by the orth 
course of XYZ range. The overcast 
was broken cumuliform clouds, per
mitting an occasional glimpse of 
earth and sky. After the first 20 
minutes of crui ing, I glanced at 
the pilot, noting his relaxed, efficient 
maneuvering of the controls. As he 
did the job he probably loved be t, 
I thought, "Here is a Master-an 
Artist." And, he was. 

His po ition report at XYZ range 
was prompt and according to the 
book. The needle on the radio com
pass wung around to 180° and I 
tarted checking for the frequency 

of the next range ahead. I found 
the frequency, made a mental note 
of it, and decided to wait 15 minutes 
before attempting to tune it in . l 
settled back and lit a cigarette, to 
wait. Then it happened! We broke 
out of a particularly large cumuli
form cloud into dazzling sunlight, 
and- Something else ! 

D ead ahead of us and only slight
ly above, a four-engine airliner, her 
no e pointed downward, wa closing 
at a rate which caused u both to 
instinctively duck, a Lieutenant J. 
pushed hard on the control column. 
In later thinking about this, I do 
not believe that we would have col-

:-.·.·.· ...... , 

lided, even without the abrupt dive 
we made, but the pos ibility is a 
terrifying one. 

What the devil was an airliner 
doing tha t close to the altitude as
signed to u by ATC? I switched 
my selector witch to compass and 
listened to the Dah Dit of the range. 
We weren't very close to the On 
course. The " " was clear. 

Lieutenant J. was attempting to 
contact XYZ radio to ask what the 
trouble was, and probably chasti e 
ATC in words approaching an FCC 
violation, when a great light dawned 
on me. The "N" should have been 
an "A"! I ignaled him frantically 
to "shut up" and switch to inter
phone. He did, and I explained that 
he had drifted to the left hand side 
of the airway. "So what?" he aid. 

The an wer to the whole thing we 
found la ter in the following quota
tion from the ANC Procedures 
(A C 2.0301) for The Control of 
Instrument Flight Rule Traffic, Civil 
Air Regulations, Part 60, and Air 
Force Regulation 60-16: 

Right side separation : Opposite 
direction traffic flying on opposite 
sides of a well defined track which 
can accurately be determined by 
radio. 

Right side separation hall nor
mally be applied only to effect alti
tude change. Aircraft shall be con
sidered as occupying all space from 
the On cour e signal to the right 
edge of the airway. (CAR 60 re
quires only that a pilot remain to 
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the right of the center line of an 
airway.) 

60.45 Right Side Traffic: Aircraft 
operating along a civil airway shall 
be flown to the right of the center 
line of such airway unle s otherwise 
authorized by Air Traffic Control. 

AFR 60-16 
Section II, Par 11. Right Side 

Traffic : Aircraft operating along an 
airway will keep to the right of the 
center line of the airway except: 

a. When impracticable for rea
sons of safety. 

b. When otherwise authorized 
by Air Traffic Control. 

It will be seen at a glance that 
right side separation is a recognized 
and accepted form of separation, 
for altitude change (or emergency 
under Par. 2.03021 of the ANC, not 
shown here) . 

What a great many military pilots 
seem not to know is that such sepa
ration is frequently u ed by ATC 
Centers for climbing and descending 
traffic under their control. Why not 
use it? All regulations require that 
the right side be clear of opposite 
direction traffic except as authorized 
by A TC or as in the case of AF Reg 
60-16: where impracticable for rea
sons of safety. (Obviou ly the Regu
lation is attempting to provide for 
the pilot operating on an IFR clear
ance who is able to fly vi ually. 
Otherwise, there can be no safety on 
the left hand ide of an airway.) 

Since the occasion noted here, I 
have delivered several intercom lec
tures, on the subject of Right Side 
Operation, to Air Force pilots who 
were drifting to the wrong side of 
an airway while in the oup. I have 
not since allowed one to go o far. 

Thi is written in the hope that 
it will save someone from commit
ting a tragic and costly error as 
Lieutenant J. and I almost did. 

- Lt. Col. USAFR 

IFR SHORTHAND 
Have you had trouble reading 

back an exceptionally long or com
plex IFR departure clearance? Even 
some of the "Old Timers" become 
a bit confused copying a long clear
ance when in a strange area or when 
a deviation is made from the routine 
or expected route. This shorthand 
code is used by CAA tower opera
tors and will prove effective to im
prove pilot proficiency in copying 
clearances accurately. 
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Self Discipline and Training Can Overcome Obstacles to 
Survival In Unfriendly Territory 

By Capt. RUSSELL G. FITZGERALD 

USAF Aeronautical Chart and Information Service 

WHEN THE B-29 EXPLODED over Singapore one bright 
January morning six years ago I learned by the hard 
route what every one of us in the Air Force ought to 
realize: 

We've got to be fighting men just as much on the 
ground as in the air. 

And if we want to fly again after our aircraft have 
been downed in enemy territory it will help to be pre
pared for such a crisis, which will call for every bit of 
thought and imagination, coolness and courage and 
fighting spirit we pos ess, not to mention just plain luck. 

I had a lot of luck or I wouldn't be here to tell about 
some of the tough lessons I learned. I don't propose to 
invade the field covered by the survival and escape 
manuals with all their valuable suggestions for living in 
the desert or in the Arctic, of which I know nothing, or 
even in the jungle, with which I've had some experience. 
What I'd like to do is to pass on some warning of the 
physical and m ental obstacles most men must overcome 
in order to stay alive and uncaptured. Perhaps the points 
can be illustrated be t by some of the things that hap
pened to m e. 

But, first, let me emphasize that if anything of the sort 
should happen to you, you'll be on your own. It will be 
strictly up to you to get out of your predicament, which 
won't be exactly like any other man's. In the last analysis 
what you do will depend upon the circumstances in 
which you find yourself and, though you may find help, 
upon yourself. It can't be done by the numbers. 

The first hazard is the conviction that "it won't hap-
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pen to me." That's the way I felt. There i truth in 
the statement that an airman who expected to be shot 
down would be truggling under a bad handicap . But 
that's no argument against his being prepared, just in 
case. H e is pa instakingly trai ned in ·every element of 
aerial operation within his responsibilities. H e will do 
well to consider what he must do if and when he has 
lost his p lane. I was only ha lf-prepa red for tha t con
tingency, as this account will show. 

It all happened with stunnin~ suddenness. W e were 
on our bomb run when the plane was hit by flak, and 
I lost consciousness. The next thing I knew I was com
ing down in my parachute. The plane had disappeared . 
Somehow I had been blown clear. How my chute 
opened I do not know, but I suspect that the pack had 
been ripped open. I was wounded in the head, legs and 
body, and my head was throbbing. 

My mind raced as I recovered con ciousnes . Here, I 
realized later, was a time when a man could be broken . 
I could hear machine gun , and anti-aircraft weapons 
still were firing. There was a horrible sensation of being 
watched by the enemy. There's no place to hide in the 
sky. Then cam e a terrible feeling of being completely 
alone. The plane was gone. There was no trace of the 
men I'd worked with for months. I recalled the warning 
of the briefing officer that we'd probably be killed if 
caught in M alaya. A score · of other disturbing thoughts 
came swiftly. They added up to what seemed an insur
mountable chao of confusion and fear, which can numb 
one's normal action and thought. 
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I cite these emotions to reassure other that self
discipline and the training of the military man can over
come even thi obstacle. For, in second , the will to fight 
and to live had dispelled them. I remember being thank
ful that I'd worn my chute instead of parking it nearby, 
an all too common practice. There came to mind the 
briefing officer's warning to make for the hills of Malaya 
where there were friendly guerrillas. Scrap of informa
tion I'd absorbed from the e cape and evasion manuals 
and from bull sessions came to mind. Suddenly I was 
filled with a determination not to let the enemy get me, 
no matter what odds were against me. 

As I dropped lower, I examined the lay of the land, 
trying to see where there was open country, jungle, or 
signs of enemy troops. I was headed for open water, 
and managed to slip my chute. I came down on a point 
of land with no cover. No troops were visible to me, but 
I could hear the whistles and bugles of man-hunting 
soldiers. There was no time to bury my chute, as the 
rule book advises. I had seen thickets a couple of hun
dred yards away and I ran for them picking what 
seemed the best. I burrowed into the mud under a 
thicket, smearing mud on my face and bare arms, and 
held my automatic pistol ready for use if I must fight. 

This was another critical period. Within five minutes 
the Nips were combing the neighborhood. I lay still, but 
it was the hardest thing I Ii.ad ever done. The impulse 
was to fight, but it was a panic impulse. Action releases 
tension , but thi , I knew wa not a time for action. Per
haps I recognized it becau e I had hunted in the forests 
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of Maine since early boyhood and had observed the 
tactics of the animals I had hunted . Now I was the 
hunted. 

At any rate, I did not move, even when two of the 
enemy raked my thicket with their bayonets, missing me 
by inches. The search went on until dark. The whi tie 
kept blowing. M y wound began to pain, but they had 
to wait. My life itself was the main stake, and I could 
lose it by moving. But with darkness I was able to get 
a t my jungle kit, which miraculously had held to my 
belt by a single strand, to extract the first aid materials 
and a ttend as best I could to my hurts. 

For three days and two nights I remained in my 
hiding place. There was no water to drink, a lthough it 
rained hard every afternoon. I forgo t about the food in 
the kit, but maybe that was just a. well because there 
was no drinking water. 

By the end of the second day the enemy whistle and 
bugles, which had become fainter as the search left my 
vicinity, were no longer audible. But I feared the enemy 
had po ted en trie near me and I learned later tha t 
they had . This is a critical period for a man in hiding. 
Later, the guerrillas told me of men being captured be
cause they could not wait. Feeling a false sense of secu
rity and longing for human help, they did not realize 
that such security was only imaginary. So I delayed 
another day before moving out in the dusk of the third 
night. All that time I had been thinking and planning. 
I must head for the hills; I must keep away from 
villages; I must avoid roads, and even trails except 
when absolutely nece ary. And I mu t rest as much as 
pos ible until my wounds had healed somewhat; open 
wounds in the jungle can bring death. But I must have 
water, not only because of a raging thirst but also be
cause I had taken ulfa for my wounds, without water. 
I found a stagnant pool, and I drank my fill. I lept in 
a tree that night. You cannot travel in jungle darkne s. 
That i a fact to be remembered when choosing a spot 
for the night. 

In the days that followed I headed for the hills, 
traveling at first only in the half-light that exists just 
before dawn and at dusk, but later in the daytime 
through the jungle. M y compass was a big help ; then, 
too, the picture of the terrain I'd gotten in the air re
mained fixed in my memory. My progres through the 
jungle was about a mile in 24 hours. 

Once I pushed ahead too fast, and learned another 
lesson. Avoid excessive fatigue. It can affect you men
tally, numb your thinking and your hope, and make you 
think, "what's the u e?" Unless de pair is resi ted, it 
can end in crack-up and death . 

I lo t track of time, but that was of no importance. 
Time was about all I had . I lived sparingly on the 
ration I had in the kit, bananas left by monkeys, 
bamboo hoots and wild pineapples. I learned that wild 
animals are not really to be feared, although I was 
trailed everal times by leopards and other big cats. They 
never attacked me although one was within a few feet 
of me one night. I held my fire through fear that a 
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shot would betray me to the enemy or that I might mi s 
or only wound the beast. Fortunately, it sneaked off. 

Mosquitoes were another matter. Here was a case 
of bad preparation. In the heat of India where my 
squadron was based we had cut the sleeve out of our 
flying suits. The mo quitoes made m e wish I hadn't. 
And my footgear wasn't the best. I was wearing some 
native India shoes ~nd I wa orry I hadn't stuck to 
tough military boot . 

Time went on. My ~ound were healing; my strength 
grew and, with it, my self-confidence. I wa using medi
cine sparingly because I knew it might have to last a 
long time. I was getting enough to eat to keep me going. 
One source of food wa gardens on the fringes of native 
villages. I got it by hiding in the jungle and "ca ing" 
a place thoroughly during the day , and tealing in at 
night or at any time when I knew the villagers and their 
dogs, especially the dog , were not in the neighborhood. 

Help finally came, through my examination of one 
such village. It puzzled m e because, after prolonged 
surveillance, not a sign of life was to be seen. Finally, 
I entered it and found it deserted, with some household 
articles still in the huts. I dug ome potatoes and ate 
them raw. Suddenly, a man appeared. We watched each 
other. He smiled. H e dug ome potatoes and boiled 
them. Still smiling, he offered me some. I accepted. It 
was the first cooked food I'd had since the disaster over 
Singapore. Then I heard voices and two other men ap
peared. I got my .45 out of the shoulder holster, but 
they miled, too. They conversed, but I could not under
stand them. evertheless, I made certain that they did 
not get too close, o-r behind me. · That i a cardinal rule 
- never let yourself get in a position where you can be 
overcome. It's a must. 

By signs, the first man told me that they were friendly 
and that he would retq0 for me at dusk. I learned later 
that he and his companions were guerrilla and had re
turned to dig potatoes at the ri k of their lives, the ips 
having moved all the inhabitant out of that village be
cau e of their contact with the guerrilla . 

At that moment, however, I didn't trust him. You 
can paste it in your hat never to trust anyone fully at 
such a time and place. (Later, one of their own mem-
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bers betrayed the whereabouts of some guerrillas to the 
enemy for cash. They found him out and executed 
him. ) So, after the trio left, I hid in the jungle and 
watched. At dusk the man returned with his two small 
children. No others appeared and, after a time, I joined 
the man and the youngsters. 

That night in a distant village I was given a feast, 
chicken soup, chicken rice, fi h , and hot tea. One of the 
men spoke a little English. H e assured me that I was 
in the hands of friends, but so great was their caution 
that it was not for a couple of weeks that they ad
mitted they were guerillas. Then they said that mem
bers of their band, having seen me parachute down, had 
been looking for me after the enemy left the vicinity, 
but that I had kept too well hidden. 

After the feast that night we made a long jungle 
journey and reached a new hide-out. There followed 
months with the guerrillas, jungle and hill marches when 
the enemy got too close, drenching rains, hunger and 
feast, alarms and quiet periods. If there was a lesson, 
other than caution, that this experience taught me, it 
was that a man at such times mu t never burden his 
rescuers but must do his full share. Finally, other Allied 
airmen who had been downed, joined the group. Tales 
which impres ed me were of other men who were cap
tured because they would not hide long enough, but 
longing for the company of their fellows, had set out 
to join them while the hunt was till on. 

Five months after _I landed in the jungle a British 
submarine appeared off hore one night and took us to 
Au tralia. Hospitalization there taught me one final 
lesson. When a man has reached safety after a long 
period of flight from a relen tless enemy, he tends to let 
down completely. That is a time of real danger. Doctors 
and nur e try to do everything for him, and from very 
relief and idlene he can slump into apathy or worse. 
I've seen cases. My advice is to "treat him rough." I 
don't mean that literally, but I do mean to keep him 
as active, even to mopping floor , if nece ary, as hi 
phyi cal condition warrants. 

A man must not be pampered after he has fought for 
his life. 
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MATS GETS C-97C-Th e first trans
port in a new series of C-97 Strato
freigh ters has been delivered .to the 
USAF by Boeing Airplane Company. As
sign ed to Continental Division of MATS, 
the new airplane is designated a C-97C 
and is the seventh new model in the 
Stratofreighter line. The only outward 
change in the double-deck plane is the 
elimination of two antennae which pro
truded above the control cabin of the 
C-97A and beneath its lower lobe. The 
plane will carry an additional ton of 
payload . 

• • • 
NON-SKI D BRAKES Skid-detecting 
device now keep all B-4 7 and B-51 
planes on the straight and narrow, no 
matter how hard pi lots step on th e brake 
pedals. The Air Force p lans to equip 
other planes with th e devices, wh ich have 
been used by railroads for some time and 
may have pos ible applications for trucks 
and bu es. Of twc d istinct types, both 
devices "sense" a skid and release pres
sure on the brakes until the skidd ing 
stops, thus limiting skids to only a frac
tion of a second, reducing tire wear to 
a minimum a nd cutting landing roll. 

• • • 
NEW SCHOOLS- USAF is opening a 
basic pilot training school at the Colum
bus AFB, Mississippi, wi th California 
Eastern Airways, Inc., being awarded the 
contract for th e operation of the school. 
This is the second basic pilot training 
school to be opened in recent months. The 
Graham Aviation Company of Butler, 
Pa., was recently awarded the contract 
for the opera tion of th e Greenville 
( Miss.) AFB. 

• • • 
AUTOMATIC CONTRO L STSTEM
An AMC pro_iec t is currently underway 
to ada pt the B-50 type a ircraft engines 
to control by an Automatic Flight Con
troller, Mark III. This engine control 
system will allow the airspeed demands 
of the Automatic Fligh t Controller to be 
met, within powerplant limitations, dur
ing any phase of flight, it was reported. 
Also, this control sys tem wil allow the 
manifold pressure and R PM of all fou r 
engines of the B-50 to be controlled 
simul taneously by the movement of one 
lever in the cockpi t. 

• • • 
FLIG HT PLAN ERRORS - A recent 
survey has revealed that out of a total 
of 122 flight plan clearance errors com
m itted by base operations p erson nel and 
pi lots possessing th eir own clearing au
thority, 45 errors were made by filing 
IFR to stations that d id not have a 
publish ed instrument let-down procedure, 
wh ile 38 I FR p lans listing no a lternate 
were fi led. Other major errors noted in 
the survey includ ed eigh t I FR plans fil ed 
with incorrect course, and eight with in
sufficient fu el to reach a lternate. 
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Al though the survey was made only in 
the a rea of the H amilton Flight Service 
center as a matter of general in terest, the 
m i takes discovered in a 15-day period 
are considered a cause fo r alarm. 

Where poss ible, Hamilton Flight erv
ice notified the clearance au thority of the 
error. However, the screening of flight 
plan for errors was removed from the 
mission of Flight Service when its " flight 
following" was eliminated and th e ad.
vi ory service was greatly reduced on 
1 July 1950. ince that time, responsi
bility for accuracy and completeness of 
flight pla ns has been delegated to the 
clearance authority concerned - ei ther 
the man with the green card or base 
operations. 

• • • 
]ET TRA INERS - With the increased 
appropriated funds available for d efense 
this year, the Air Force now has on pro
curement 186 C-11 jet instrument train
ers. This d evice will be used in conjunc
tion with je t advanced flying schools, 
instrument schools, fighter bomber I escort 
and interceptor schools. Preliminary re
port of an evaluation proj ect conducted 
on the C-11 trainer by the U AF In
strument Pilot School is enthu ia tic in 
indorsement of this trainer as an adjunct 
to actual flight in the T-33 aircraft. The 
Air Force also has under procuremen t 
51 jct flight simu lators. Th e eventual Air 
Force program wi ll provide one flight 
simulator for each fighter interceptor 
squadron and one for each bomber group. 

Practically every condi tion of fli gh t 
can be closely simula ted in these devices. 
In addi t ion, m ost emergencies which 
could occur in actual fli e:h t can be simu
lated. The use of fligh t simula tors should 
cer tainly tend to reduce .iet ai rcraft acci
dents because pilots will have the oppor
tuni ty to learn emergency procedures to 
a degree here tofo re impossibl e. 

• • • 
MARTIN DESI GNS UTILITY PLANE 
- Specifications for a new combination 
twin-engine trainer, staff transport and 
uti lity cargo airplane has been pre en ted 
to the U. S. Air Force and th e U. S. 
' avy by Th e G lenn L. Martin Company. 

Th e basic mission of the proposed plane 
is carrying 15,000 pounds of cargo over 
a combat range of 1500 miles a t 270 
miles per hour. 

D esignated th e Martin M il itary AIR 
LIFT 4-0-4. the airplane has the cha r
ac teristics of range, payload and versatil
ity comparable to those form erly assigned 
to four-engine aircraft. However, it re
tains many of th e advantages of twin
engine p lanes-short landings and take
offs, high cruising speed on low fu el 
consumption, low maintenance costs and 
aerodynamic effic iency, according to th e 
Company. 

Two versions of the AIR LI FT 4-0-4, 
using different types of engine , are en
visioned in brochures presented to the 

military lead ers. One version would be 
powered by conventional piston engines, 
the other by turboprop powerplants. 

• • • 
SABRE SUPER TAN KS- A $4,000,000 
contract ha been let for production of 
super-streamlined combat fuel tanks for 
Air Force orth American F-86 Sabre 
jet fighters. D esigned and built to fit the 
aerodynamic contour of the sleek jet 
fighters, the combat tanks give the Sabres 
longer range without acrifice of maneu
verability and control. 

The tanks fit th e Sabre's "streamlin
ing" in a way that they do not mate
rially cut the airplane's speed and do 
not have to be dropped during combat 
operations, as do other types of external 
fu el tanks. Th e tanks will be used on 
three vers ions of the Sabre : the F-86D, 
now in operation in Korea, two new ver
sions of the Sabre now in production, and 
the F-86D jet interceptor and F-86E 
"super-controlled" jet fighter . 

• • • 
BRIEFLY NOTED- Both the Army and 
Air Force h ave pooled funds fo r develop
men t of a conver tiplane which can take 
off vertically like a h elicopter, and fly 
fo rward like a conven tional plane. Seven
teen companies have submitted plans for 
such a plane, to be evaluated by Air 
Materiel Command. 

• • • 
A WING AND A PRAYER- I t's an old 
story, bu t it's still new if you haven't 
heard it. And it's worth rep ea ting for 
some of th e new Air Force men. 

The four- engine bomber, on three en
gines, was headed toward the home base 
with a more or less worried pi lot at the 
controls. everal miles out from the field 
th e pi lot began calling the tower : 

" Tower this is Air Force one-zero-two
four, fifteen miles wes t of the fi eld ... 
Am on three engines .. . requ est landing 
instructions .. . what hall I do? 

"Tower to Air Force one-zero-two-four. 
You are cleared for straight-in approach. 
Land on runway two-six. Crash equip
ment wi ll be standing by." 

A few moments la ter the pilot of the 
bomber answered, " Tower, this i one
zero-two-four, I've just lo t number three 
. . . Am now on two engines ... what 
shall I do?" 

The voice from th e tower droned 
back : " M a intain a ltitude if possible, you 
are still cleared for runway two-six. 
Crash trucks are standing by. The area 
is clear." 

Then came the strained voice of the 
bomber pi lot, " I've ju t lost number two 
and am now on one engine, what shall 
I do?" 

In clear, sonorous tones the voice from 
the tower answered calmly, "R epeat slow
ly after me .. '®ur .11atbr(Ulbo ~rt .• ' 
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The Pilot's Friend 

THE FLIGHT SURGEON is on the 
pilot' team- to save hi life, to act 
as hi counselor, to prevent accidents 
due to the Human Element. The 
Flight Surgeon' pecial training and 

rectly cau ed the accident. ing of personal factor in accident 
are needed. The need for personal data which 

get at cause factors is very great in 
an attempt to prevent further acci
dent in the pilot-error category. 

An F-51 pilot wa involved recen t
ly in a major landing accident be
cau e of his mental pre-occupation. 
The alert Flight Surgeon at the ba e 
where the accident occurred obtained 
the per onal hi tory of thi pilot in 
a ympa th eti c non-in crimin ating 
fa hion . The factor uncovered by 
the Flight Surgeon in the objective 
inve tigation of this pilot' motiva
tion point toward a more real under-

kill make him particularly fitted to 
deal with human and per onal fac
tors which, after a ll , make the pilot 
" tick" and determine the opera tional 
effectivene of the U AF which is 
still largely dependent on the human 
elements. Over 60 per cent of all a ir
craft accidents a re a cribed to pilot 
error a the cau e. Tha t i , ome act, 
emotion , anxiety, preoccupation , or 
forgetfulne s contributed to or di-

Acciden t-inducing factors, such a 
hypoxia, fatigue, G-forces, tempera
ture, noi e, con tinuous pres ure from 
per onal protective equipment are 
being tudied in Air Force labora
tori e and the re ults are to be ap
plied by Flight Surgeons in the fi eld . 
The e factor of tres cause acci
dent and ometimes the e accidents 
a re charged to pilot-error because 
further re earch and b tter report-

tanding of what make pilot " tick." 
Following i the Flight Surgeon's 

report, with name deleted : 

"This major accident appears to be a near cla sic 
example of temporary p ychological predisposition to 
trouble in flying. The pilot was born and raised in an 
ea tern city, one of three children of a ucce ful ales
man. His mother wa tolerant and indulgent, while hi 
father depended mainly on an ever-ready heavy hand. 
The ubject remembers having been troublesome to the 
authorities a a young ter- although he was never ub
mitted to court action or public discipline of any kind. 
Through ado! cence and early maturity, he had a 
definite tendency to get into more fights than the aver
age individual. H e ha alway been active and able in 
port and is pre ently on his airfield ba ketball team. 

His fat her tell him that hi manner of argument is 
irrita ting to other and his wife says he tend to be 
cocky and head trong. Growth and development 
otherwi e normal. 

"The ubject wa in a high school p cializing in 

aviation craft a t the outbreak of the la t war. He 
entered ervice a an enli ted man in 1943, and Aviation 
Cadet Training in 1944, after one ye<i-r a an airplane 
mechan ic. The ubject wa high ly motivated, and had 
little difficulty in cadets and la ter transition to P-40 and 
F-51 aircraft. He wa in a replacement training unit 
when the war ended. Thi pilot was discharged at the 
convenience of the government in May, 1946, worked 
for a while a t an Air Force ba e as an airplane me-
hanic, and then became a Jin man for a telephone 

compa ny. H e wa advancing in responsibility and r -
muncration at the outbreak of the Korean War, a t 
which time he went directl.Y to an Air Force headquar
ter and became one of the first volunteer for active 
ervice. He wanted to continue flying and make the 

U SAF his career. 
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"Although he still preferred single-engine aircraft, he 
wa placed on orders to train as a twin-engine in truc
tor. Since that time, September, 1950, he ha enjoyed 
the experience in new type of aircraft. H e ha compiled 
about 100 hours twin-engine and six hour ingle-engine 
time since return to active duty. On hi previous tour, 
he had approximately 450 hour single engine. 

"The morning of the accident he was informed that 
he would cea e pre en t activities and become a i tant 
adjutant in a motor vehicle quadron . H e did not like 
th is and decided immediately to get a tran fer. H e first 
volunteered for over ea duty and then, he got an F-51 
to fly to another Air Force base to see a friend about 
a possible transfer. 

"Arriving at the ba e in a high dudgeon, he made 
two overhead approache before being accepted on the 
th ird for entry into the traffic pattern . H e performed 
his first 360-d gree overhead ince returning to the 
service, and on landing, heard the aircraft behind an
nouncing a go-around because the aircraft tha t had just 
landed was apparently on fire. On the ba i of this in
formation , he brought the airp lane to a top and got out 
to find that hi tailwheel had not extended. I found him 
on the wing filling out his forms and in a omewhat 
jovial m cl- considering what had just ha ppened. He 
did not recall eeing the warning light or hearing the 
warning horn. H e did not specifically recall going through 
hi before landing procedure and check. H e did sta te 
that he felt omewhat ru, hed inasmuch a thi wa his 
first tight pattern ince 1945. 

"D educed from the foregoing, the following mu t be 
considered a cau a tive factors in the accident: 

• Changed assignment without proper reference to 
experience and preparation of individual concerned. 
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• Changed assignment without proper orientation and 
explanation to individual concerned. 

defiance in individual, predisposed to ame by: 
a. Mild existing personality patterns of aggres

sion and defiance, and, • Failure of the officer involved to maintain equa
nimity in the case of apparently illogical a signment. 

• Memory lapse and conscious or unconscious act of 
b. Intense anxiety to perform well and advance 

in the Air Force in a primary flying capacity." 

It is important to note here that 
no two pilots react in the same man
ner or have the same personality 
makeups, experience, and the like. 
This is why the specialized training 
and experience of the Flight Sur
geon is so greatly needed. 

The Flight Surgeon-pilot combi
nation repre ents a cooperative team 
in enhancing the operational effec
tiveness of the Air Force and this 
team will be hard to beat when they 
work in close harmony on the fol
lowing point : 

• How effec tive has the pilot's 
overall training been? - Preflight 
checking, preflight briefing, emer
gency training, skill in handling 
emergency equipment, skill in instru
ment and tactical flying . 
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• What evidence is there a/
physical def ects or illnesses; mental 
worries or anxieties (financial, fam
ily, promotion, special assignment) ; 
unfavorable attitude toward flying 
and the Air Force; unfavorable atti
tude toward himself or others ; seri
ous apprehension about this type of 
flying, i.e., night, instrument, forma
tion, etc., excessive fatigue, emotional 
conflict , nightmares, and moody 
pells? 

• Psychological factors: Any in
dication of vertigo, misreading of 
instrument , poor visibility (weather 
or windshield), accidental activation 
of. controls, inability to use oxygen 
equipment, "freezing" at the con
trols, sudden illne s during flight, 
"cockpit hypnosis," black-out or red-

out, effect of having been in or 
witnessed a previou accident, moti
vation-why in the Air Force, re
luctance to use parachute, ejection 
seat, anti-G suit, unavailability of 
T.O.'s, SOP' , or adverse morale 
factors due to quarters, etc.? 

It is not intended that all the 
points in this outline be checked for 
each pilot, but that the outline be 
used as a guide to get at the signif
icant human factors . 

With serious and searching at
tempts on the part of Flight Sur
geons working with the pilot to gain 
crucial data bearing on the human 
element, the operational effectiveness 
and readiness of the Air Force will 
be greatly enhanced. 
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GEAR WAS LOWERED AT 9000 FT. 
AND nlE LONGEST RUNWAY, 5200 FT. 
WITH SOD OVt:RRUN,WAS CHOSEN FOR 
LANDING ••• TURNING ON FINAL WITH · 
20°FLAPS AND MINIMUM A/S, NAS~ 
NOTED A LOSS OF HYPRAULIC PRESS
URE-THE EMERGENCY PUMP HAD 
FAILED-A FULL STALL LANDING WAS 
MADE 150 FT. DOWN fl.If: RUNWAY/ 
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FUEL FUMES WERE PRESENT IN THE 
COCKPIT INDICATING- A FUEL LEAK 
FROM EITHER OF THE TWO NACELLES 
•••• POWER WAS RETARDED ON THE 
OTHER THREE ENGINES TO ELIMINATE 
FIRE DANGER •.•. CABIN PRESSURE WAS 
DUMPED AND AN EMERGENCY LANDING 
AT ELLINGTON AFB. WAS SET UP ••••• 
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Balance is vital to an airplane 's stability, and 
improper loading cuts down its performance and 
maneuverability. 

Like the desert winds warped this old plank road , 
turbulence and sudden maneuvers will shift and 
upset a cargo not properly tied down . 

Don 't fly an airplane if you are not satisfied with 
its loading and balance.* This condition will : 

Increase • TAKEOFF DISTANCE 
• STALLING SPEED 
• PILOT'S CONTROL FORCES 

Decrease • AIRCRAFT R ANGE 

•Ask for T.O. 01-lB-50 at your Engineering Office or Tech Library. 
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Pipeline pilots cost on eye 
At solid stuff piled up sky high. 

load is humped up in the bock 
looks like Santo Claus· sock. 

Old overloaded loses bet 
Jet ejected boxes yet. 
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Toke-off makes like ruptured rabbit 
Just can 't get that airborne habit. 
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Mal gets lesson from his mote 
On where and how to place the weight. 
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